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Antenna Technologies for Future NASA Exploration Missions 
 
 
NASA’s plans for the manned exploration of the moon and Mars will rely heavily on the 
development of a reliable communications infrastructure on the surface and back to Earth.  Future 
missions will thus focus not only on gathering scientific data, but also on the formation of the 
communications network.  In either case, unique requirements become imposed on the antenna 
technologies necessary to accomplish these tasks.  For example, surface activity applications such 
as robotic rovers, human extravehicular activities (EVA), and probes will require small size, 
lightweight, low power, multi-functionality, and robustness for the antenna elements being 
considered.  Trunk-line communications to a centralized habitat on the surface and back to Earth 
(e.g., surface relays, satellites, landers) will necessitate wide-area coverage, high gain, low mass, 
deployable antennas.  Likewise, the plethora of low to high data rate services desired to guarantee 
the safety and quality of mission data for robotic and human exploration will place additional 
demands on the technology. 
 
Over the past year, NASA Glenn Research Center has been heavily involved in the development 
of candidate antenna technologies with the potential for meeting these strict requirements.  This 
technology ranges from electrically small antennas to phased array and large inflatable structures.  
A summary of this overall effort is provided, with particular attention being paid to small antenna 
designs and applications.  A discussion of the Agency-wide activities of the Exploration Systems 
Mission Directorate (ESMD) in forthcoming NASA missions, as they pertain to the 
communications architecture for the lunar and Martian networks is performed, with an emphasis 
on the desirable qualities of potential antenna element designs for envisioned communications 
assets.  Identified frequency allocations for the lunar and Martian surfaces, as well as asset-
specific data services will be described to develop a foundation for viable antenna technologies 
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